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3.
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.JURISDICTION
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to 78A-4-l03(j),
UCA in that the case was transferred from the Utah Supreme Court, who has original
jurisdiction under 78A-3-102G) but made a transfer to this court under Rule 42, Utah Rules
of Appellate Procedure by order dated April 4,2008.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES
The issue presented is whether the district court erred in granting judgment on the
pleadings in that the defendant had no duty under the applicable insurance policy and law to
provide a defense or insurance coverage for the plaintiff in a certain lawsuit in the Third
District Court titled Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association, Inc., v. Lynn Thomas,

et al.
The standard of review for a judgment on the pleadings is to affirm when the plaintiff
could not recover under the facts as a matter of law with the factual allegations of the
complaint assumed as true.

This is a standard of review for correctness.

West v.

Inter-Financial, Inc., 2006 Ut App. 222, 139 P.3d 1059.
DETERMINATIVE LAW
No constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules, or regulations are
determinative.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

NATURE OF THE CASE
This is an action for breach of contract by an insured against an insurer for denial of

insurance coverage and a defense for an underlying lawsuit brought against the insured.

B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
This action was originally filed on July 26,2007. (R. at p. I). Defendants Carolina

Casualty Company and Monitor Liability brought a motion for judgment on the pleadings.
(R. at p. 73). The parties stipulated to dismiss defendant Monitor Liability Managers, Inc.
(R. at p. 229). Therefore the motion went forward for Carolina Casualty Company alone.
After appropriate briefing and oral argument the District Court granted defendant's motion
on February 27,2008. (R. at p. 250). The Notice of Appeal was filed on March 25,2008.

(R. at p. 254).
C.

DISPOSITION IN TRIAL COURT
In a memorandum decision dated February 27,2008 the Third District Court granted

defendant's motion for judgment on the pleading whereby a determination was made that the
defendant insurer owed no duty to the insured plaintiff to provide a defense and insurance
coverage for a certain lawsuit. (R. at p. 250).

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The defendant and now appellee, Carolina Casualty Insurance Company is an insurer
under a non-profit organization liability insurance policy issued September 27,2005. (R. at
p. 27). The policy insured was Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association, Inc.
(EAGALA), located in Utah. (R. at p. 27). The policy period was from September 15,2005
to September 15, 2006. (R. at p. 27).
On or about November 17,2005 a lawsuit was filed in the Fourth Judicial District of
Utah County titled Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association, Inc., v. Lynn Thomas,
et al., Civil No. 050403512. (R. at p. 9). As might be anticipated, EAGALA notified
Carolina Casualty of the lawsuit and requested a defense and coverage.
The first lawsuit was brought by a disgruntled corporate officer in the name of the
corporation against other officers and directors alleging multiple causes of action. After
review of the complaint and the applicable insurance policy Carolina Casualty, through its
administering agent, Monitor Liability Managers, Inc., denied coverage and a defense. (R.
at p. 42).
As explained more fully below, the reason Carolina Casualty denied coverage was a
policy exclusion for any claims made ". . . by, on behalf of, or in the right of the insured
entity , . .". This is popularly known as an "insured v. insured" exclusion. (R. at p. 42).
EAGALA was successful in defending the suit. (R. at p. 23). EAGALA then brought

this breach of contract action against Carolina Casualty to recover the costs of defense
expended in defeating the underlying action. See Complaint, (R. at p. 1).
The District Court determined on a defense motion for judgment on the pleadings that
there was not a duty to defend or provide coverage and this appeal resulted. (R. at p. 250).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The lower court correctly reviewed the underlying complaint and the policy and
correctly determined that coverage was excluded under the Insured vs. Insured exclusion.
Despite the clear language of both documents, appellant argues that the court should ignore
Utah law and review extrinsic evidence to find coverage and a duty to defend. However, the
lower court correctly applied well established Utah law.

ARGUMENT
A.

INTRODUCTION
The District Court handled the presented judgment on the pleadings for the Defendant

exactly right under the law. Appellant really asks the court to change the law in order to
reverse the District Court. There is no need to do that under the facts of this complaint.

B.

THE DISTRICT COURT DECISION PROCESS WAS CORRECT
The first argument by appellant is that the District Court committed plain error by

failing to compare the terms of the insurance policy at issue to the claims listed in the
underlying complaint, referred to as the Kersten complaint. Despite suggesting an objection

to the procedure used by the District Court to make its ruling, a reading of the argument made
by the appellant shows an attack on the substance of the decision.
A review of the record shows that Carolina Casualty presented a Motion for Judgment
On the Pleadings which included as exhibits a copy of the insurance policy at issue and a
copy of the Kersten complaint. Record p. 73. The memorandum to the District Court also
explained the standard for determining a duty to defend and provide coverage as being one
of looking at the policy and looking at the allegations of the complaint and determining if
there was any reasonable means by which the complaint stated a claim that fell within
coverage. Record p. 73. Put simply, the court had the issue squarely before it. The court
then, in its Memorandum Decision at record p. 250, states that the court had considered the
arguments presented and that the rule was followed to apply the plain language of the policy
to the plain language of the underlying complaint. The court recites on page 3 of its decision
that a plain reading of the complaint shows that the exclusion claimed applied. Obviously,
the court read the complaint and read the policy. Nothing in the record supports an argument
that the court failed to compare the terms ofthe policy to the claims in the Kersten complaint.
One only gets there by assuming that the District Court did not read the memoranda
submitted with the exhibits and that the court did not mean what it said in the Memorandum
Decision when it found that comparing the policy to the Kersten complaint, there was no duty
to defend or no coverage.

C.

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE DISTRICT COURT DECISION WAS CORRECT
Having observed that the procedure to make a decision used by the District Court was

correct, analysis can turn to the substance of the appeal which is raised in the remaining
arguments of the appellant brief. That substance is whether following the law there was a
duty to defend and coverage existing which the District Court should have recognized.
This court has made quite clear that when an insurer determines a duty to defend a
comparison is made of only two documents. Those documents are the complaint and the
policy. Allstate Indemnity Co. v. Thatcher, 2007 Ut.App. 183, 164 P.3d 445. This court has
further established that in making the comparison of the complaint to the insurance policy,
the merits of the litigation against the insured are to be disregarded. Green v. State Farm
Fire & Casualty Co., 2005 Ut.App. 564, 127 P.3d 1279. That case makes clear that even if
the allegations of the underlying suit are groundless, false or fraudulent, the examination for
coverage and a duty to defend is focused on what is sought to be recovered and the legal
basis for that recovery. Extrinsic evidence is irrelevant where the allegations of the
complaint are clear and the insurance policy is clear. Fire Ins. Exchange v. Estate of
Therkelen, 200 1 Ut. 48,27 P.3d 555.
The relevant insurance policy here is a non-profit organization liability insurance
agreement issued September 27, 2005. The named insured is the appellant, EAGALA.

The policy contained a number of exclusions of coverage. The exclusion relevant
here is found under Sec. IV "Exclusions" Sec. F., at record p. 94, and in the addendum to this
brief. That exclusion, found at A-13 of the Addendum, states as follows:
The Insurer shall not be liable to make any payment for Loss in
connection with any Claim made against the Insured:

F.

by, on behalf of, or in the right of the Insured Entity;
provided, however, this exclusion does not apply to any
Claim that is a derivative action brought or maintained on
behalf of the Insured Entity, but only if such Claim is
instigated and continued totally independent of, and totally
without the solicitation of, or assistance of, or active
participation of, or intervention of any Individual Insured or
the Insured Entity.

The foregoing exclusion is commonly referred to as an "insured v. insured" exclusion.
The obvious language is to exclude any claims brought on behalf of or in the right of
EAGALA against an insured.
Turning to what is called the Kersten complaint, found at record, p. 100 and in the
addendum to this brief, it may easily be observed that the suit was outside of the coverage
and duty to defend the policy.
Specifically, the suit was styled EAGALA v. Nine Individuals of the EAGALA Board

of Directors. Kersten, who brought the suit in the name of EAGALA, is identified in the
complaint as the founder, initial trustee, chairman of the board, president and CEO of
EAGALA. The complaint alleges that Kersten was authorized to control the business and

affairs of EAGALA and was one of two members of the executive committee of the
organization. The complaint hrther alleges that as president and CEO Kersten was the
individual responsible for developing the training, techniques and programs used by
EAGALA for his business purposes.
A hrther reading of the complaint shows that it alleges substantial wrongdoing on the
part of the defendant board members including misappropriation of h n d s and interference
with the president and CEO in performing his duties. The causes of action listed in the
complaint are all focused on this wrongdoing of the defendant board members.
A reading of the complaint leaves no rational person with any conclusion other than
this is an action brought by the organization itself against directors for wrongdoing. Who
brought it, the authority to bring it, and the actual merits of the litigation are all irrelevant
under this court's articulated standard for determining coverage and a duty to defend. The
complaint clearly falls under the exclusion of insured v. insured claims.
The argument of the appellants here that the Kersten complaint was ultimately
dismissed because Kersten was without authority to bring it has emotional appeal but is
conceptually dangerous that undermines the wisdom of the current law.
For example, the argument really turns the law on its head and requires an insurer to
determine a duty to defend and coverage after the claim has resolved. What that does is shift
the control of the defense of the litigation away from the insurer to the insured. That is, the

insurer loses its contractual right to retain the defense counsel and to make decisions, such
as settlement, that may be in the best interest of the insured.
Another problem is that the appellant argument makes the insurer have to analyze
facts outside of the complaint in order to reach a decision on coverage and the duty to defend.
Essential facts are likely in the possession of the Plaintiff in the underlying lawsuit which are
learned only by formal discovery. Appellant's argument places insurers in the position of
having to make decisions of defense and coverage where there almost always are not
sufficient facts available to make a reasonable decision. Insurers would be left with only one
choice of always providing a defense in order to be on the safe side of properly protecting
an insured. That represents a radical change in underwriting analysis and the law itself.
Appellant's argument also sets up the unusual prospect that an insured could be
required to refund to the insurer defense costs advanced. For example, if Carolina Casualty
had provided a defense based on its initial review of extrinsic facts for the Kersten complaint
and then it turned out Kersten prevailed, the suit would have been a legitimate insured v. the
insured action with the exclusion and EAGALA might be required to refund to the insurer
all of the defense costs advanced.
The wisdom of the current law that an insurer need only compare the language of the
policy with the language of the co mplaint emerges when one considers the various

permutations of what could happen when hindsight controls coverage. The District Court
ruled exactly right and the law should not be changed.
4.

The Policv Does Not Reauire Examination of Extrinsic Evidence

Appellant further seeks to change Utah law by arguing that the lower court should
have reviewed extrinsic evidence to see that Kersten had no authority to bring a lawsuit in
the name of EAGALA. In other words, Appellant encourages the use of extrinsic evidence
in order to see if there are any exceptional facts that would invalidate the exclusion in the
policy. The argument does not reflect current law for considering extrinsic matters in
determining coverage.
According to Utah law, insurance policies are considered contracts between the
insurer and the insured. First American Title Insurance Company, v. J B. Ranch, Inc., 966
P.2d 834 (Utah 1998). As a contract, if the policy is not ambiguous, the policy language
should be construed according to its plain and ordinary language. Id. Also, similar to
general contracts, the parties can include terms they see fit; this includes exclusions to
coverage. Id.; Quaid v. U.S. Healthcare, Inc., 2007 UT 27, 158 P.3d 525 (Exclusions of
coverage should be derived from the four corners of the policy when the language is clear).
Because insurance policies and their exclusions are treated as contracts, without
ambiguity extrinsic evidence becomes irrelevant. Fire Insurance Exchange v. Estate of
Therkelsen, 200 1 UT 48,27 P.3d 555.

The lower court correctly contemplated plaintiffs argument for the use of extrinsic
evidence, but correctly refused to step outside the boundaries Utah law has set. The lower
court stated that the plain reading of the policy and exclusion is clear and there is no need to
delve into extrinsic evidence. R..at p. 252.
As stated above, the lower court'correctly followed Utah law and neither the Utah law,
nor the lower court's decision should be altered.

CONCLUSION
The lower court was correct in its ruling. The District Court took all arguments and
relevant documents into consideration and stayed within the boundaries set by Utah law.
Appellant seeks to tread new legal ground by stating that the insurer should have conducted
a hindsight approach in determining coverage and a duty to defend. As stated above, this is
not a logical approach to insurance coverage, nor is it supported by Utah law. Siinilarly,
appellant seeks to have the lower court look at extrinsic evidence despite the clear language
of the underlying complaint and the policy. Again, this is contrary to Utah law. Because the
lower court correctly followed well established Utah law, this appeal must be denied and the
lower court's ruling must be upheld.

DATED this 5THday of September, 2008.
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C.

s
. SANDERS
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ADDENDUM "A"

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY

Carolina Casualty Insurance Company

4600 Touchton Road East, Building 100, Suite 400, Jacksonville, FL 32246

Declarations Page

Non-Profit Organization Liability lnsurance
CLAIMS MADE WARNING FOR DECLARATIONS
NOTICE: THlS POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE ON A CLAIMS MADE AND REPORTED BASIS SUBJECT' TO ITS TERMS.
THlS POLICY APPLIES ONLY TO ANY "CLAIM" FIRST MADE AGAINST THE INSUREDS AND REPORTED TO THE
INSURER DURING THE POLICY PERIOD, THE AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, OR THE PURCHASED
EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD..
PLEASE READ AND REVIEW THE POLICY CAREFULLY AND DISCUSS THE COVERAGE WITH YOUR INSURANCE AGENT
OR BROKER.
Whenever printed in this Declarations Page, Ihe boldface type t e n s shall have the same meanings as indicated in the Policy
Policy Form:

NP 23200 (08-99)

Policy Number: 3667707 1 1

hem 1

Name and Address of Named Insured:
Equ~neAssisted Growth 8 Learning Association (EAGALA)
11459 West Highway 6
Elberta. UT 84626
Person designated to receive all correspondencefrom the Insurer:
Lynn Thomas
Executive Director

(tern 2

Policy Period: From September 15,2005 (mception date) lo September 15.2006 (expiration date)
(Both dates at 12.01 a rn Standard Time at the address of the Named Insured)

Item 3

Limits of Liability for the Policy Period Ondusive of Damages only):

P. $1.000.000 each Claim, but in no event exceeding

B

$1,000,000 tn the aggregate for all Claims

Item 4

Applicable Deductible: $1,000

Item 5

Premium: $920

Item 6

Endorsementsatlached:

Item 7

230225

Utah Amendatory Endorsemenl

234350

Addition to Section IV Professional Services Exclusion

234400

Addition to Section IV. Copyright Patent Infringement Exclusion

234900

Addition to Section IV Cetiified Acts of Terrorism Exclusion

Notice to the lnsurar as provided in sections VII A and VII 8 and any tnforrnation furnished to the Insurer as prov~dedin sestion VI A
snall be sent lo: Monitor L~abiityManagers, Inc Claims Deparhnent,

.

Address:
Fax:
Email:

2850 West Golf Road, Suite 800, Rolling Meadows, 11. 60008-4039
(847) 806-4017

~lairn@monitorliabilih/.corn

All other notices required to be given to the Insurer under lhls Policy shall be sent to: Monitor Liability Managers, Inc
Address:
Fax:

2850 West Golf Road, Suite 800, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008-4039
(847) 806-6282

Daclararlon.; along with the cornoleled and srgned Proposal Form and the Non-Profit Qrganizatior! Liability Insurance Policy, shall constitute the
r l c l b ~ t ~ v e the
e n Named l n s u r ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s u r e r

7% ~d

Authorized Represer,!at~ve.
f

KP 23201 (rev 07-05)

Date Issued: Seplember 27.2005
J

Fage 1 of 2

i')
-2

Carolina Casualty Insurance Company
iii00 Tn~lchlonRodd East. 8u1ld1ng100, Suite 400. Jacksonv~tle,FL

Page 1 of I

32246

Utah
Amendatory Endorsement

1

Section Ill Definitions C "Damages" is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
1
I1 C :

2

1

taxes (provided, however, !hat h e Insurer will reimburse an Insured Entity lor any employer share of payroll
laxes on any portion of damages or setllements which constitute backpay otherwise considered Damages), civil or
criminal fines, or penalties tmposed by law, or

2

payment of insurance, disability, pension, health or other plan benefits claimed by or on behalf of any individual
Insured, or that a claimant would have been entitled to as an lndividual lnsured had the Named lnsured
provided the Claimant with a continuation of insurance, or

3

costs incurred by any Insured to make any building or property more accessible or accommodating to any
disabled person. or

4

amounts owed under federal, state or local wage and hour laws, provided, however, Damages shall include
amounts owed under the Equal Pay Act of 1963, or

5

commissions, bonuses, profit sharing or severance payment, or

6

future wages or benefits of any reinstated Individual Insured or wages or benefits associated with the continued
employment of an Individual Insured. or

7

any matter deemed uninsuraMe under the law pursuant to which this Policy shall be construed

Sect~onVII Notice of Claim and Multiple Claims is amended by the addition of Ihe following:
VII.:

3

"Damages" means a monetary judgment (including back pay and front pay), award or settlement, pre-judgment interest and
posl-judgment interest; provided, however, Damages shall not include:

Failure to give .any notice or file any proof of loss required by the Policy within the time specified in the Policy does not
invalidate a claim made by the Insured, if the lnsured shows that it was not reasonably possible to give the notice or file
the proof of loss within the prescribed Lime and that notice was given or proof of loss Sled as soon as reasonably possible

Section Vlll General Conditions G is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
Vlll G : By acceptance of this Policy, the Insureds and Ute lnsurer agree that this Policy and, so long as they are attached hereto,
the Proposal Form (including any documents submitted with, physically attached to and thereby made part of the Proposal
Form), and any written endorsements constitute the entire agreement between the parties

4

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Policy or in any wrilten endorsement attached therelo, only the Policy and such
documents as are physically altached to the Policy at the lime of its delivery shall be part of h e ayeement between the parties

Whenever printed in this Endorsement, the boldface type terms shall have Ihe same meanings as indicated in the Policy Form All other pr~visionsof
;?olicy remain unchanged.
- .
Policy Number
' msured
366770711
Equ~neAssisied Growt'n & LearningAssociation [EAGALA)
1 Authorized 8epGentallve
I Efisclwe Date of This Endcrsment

1
I

Carolina Casualty Insurance Company

4G00 Touchton Road East, Huilding 100. Suite 400. Jacksonville, FL 32246

Addition to Sectiorr IV.
Professional Services Exclusion

In consideration of the premium paid for this Policy, it is understood and agreed that section IV Exclusions of this Policy is amended by the
addilion of the following:

IV :

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving the performance of any
professional services for others for a fee, and caused by any act, error or omiss~on

"Vhenever printed in [his Endorsement, the boldface Lype terms shall have the same meanings as indicated in the Policy Form All other provis~onsof
,e Policy remain unchanged.
1 Insured
I Poilcv ~
u
m
b
e
r
Equine Assisted
Growth
B Learning
Associaiion (EAGALA)
366770711
I Effective Date of This Er.dorsernent
1 Author~zedRspresentadve
i

1

I

p

Carolina Casualty Insurance Cornpany

Page 7 of 1

46CO Touchton Road East. Building 100. Suile 400. Jacksonville. FL 32246

Addition to Section IV.
Copyright / Patent Infringement Exclusion

In consideration of Ihe premium paid for his Policy, it is understood and agreed Ihat:

1

Section IV Exclusions of this Policy is amended by the addition of the following:
IV:

2

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving any actual or
alleged:

1.

plagiarism, or

2..

infringement of copyright, patent, title or slogan, or

3.

piracy or unfair compelition, or

4.

idea misappropriation, or

5.

any other intellectual property rights

Section Ill Definitions L 'Personal 1njur)r of this Policy is amended by the addition of the following:

111. 1.:

'Personal Injury" means any actual or alleged defamation, invasion of privacy, wrongful entry, eviction, false arrest, false
imprisonment, or malicious proseculion

'Vhenever printed in this Endorsement, the boldface type terms shall have the same meanings as ~ndicatedin the Policy Form All other provisions of
e Policy remaln unchanged.
i Insured
Policy Number
E ~ u ~ nAssisted
e
Growth & Learning Association (EAGALA)
3667707/1
1 Authorized ~edresen:alive
1Efiective Dare of This Endorsement

Carolina Casualty Insurance Company

46GO Touchton Road East, Bullding 100, Suite 400

Page 1 of 1

Jacksonville. FL 32246

Addition to Section IV.
Certified Acts of Terrorism Exclusion

In consideration of the premium paid for this Policy, it is understood and agreed that:
1

Section IV Exclusions of this Policy is amended by the addition of the following:
1V :

2

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving any injury or
damage arising out of a Certified Act of Terrorism

Solely for the purposes or the provisions of this endorsement, section Ill Definitions oi this Policy is amended by the addition of the
following:
Ill :

"Cetiiied Act of Terrorism* means an act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury, in concurrence with the
Secretary of Stale and the Attorney General of the United States, to be an act of terrorism pursuant to the federal
Temr~smRisk Insurance Act of 2002
The federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 sets forth the following criteria for a Certified Act of Terrorism
a

The act resulted in aggregate losses in excess of $5 million; and

b

The act is a violent act or an act that is dangerous to human life, property or infrastructure and is committed by
an individual or individuals acting on behalf of any foreign person or foreign interest, as part of an effort to coerce
the civilian population of the United States or to influence the policy or affect the conduct of the United States
Government by coercion

\Nheneverprinted in this Endorsement, the boldface type terms shall have the same meanlngs as indicated in the Policy Form All other provisions of
.he Policy remain unchanged.
Policy Number
Equlne Ass~s!edGrowth & Learning Association (EAGALA!
366770711
Authonz3d Represeniative
Efiective Date of Th~sEndcrsement
09115!2005
..- -- .
-234900 i t 1-32)
NP 23200 (08-991
9660-667707-369?5T
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In Liability lnsurance Policy
with Em ployrnent Practices Liahili~y

I

Carolina Casualtv 1
Insurance

THIS I S A CLAIMS MADE POLICY.
PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

Carolina Casualty Insurance Company
-

-

CLAIMS MADE WARNING FOR POLICY
NOTICE: THlS POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE ON A CLAIMS MADE AND REPORTED BASIS SUBJECT TO ITS TERMS. THlS POLICY
APPLIES ONLY TO ANY "CLAIM" FIRST MADE AGAINST THE INSUREDS AND REPORTED TO THE INSURER DURING M E POLICY
PERIOD, THE AUTOMATlC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, OR THE PURCHASED WENDED REPORTING PERIOD.
PLEASE READ AND REVIEW THEPOLICY CAREFULLY AND DISCUSS THE COVERAGE WITH YOUR INSURANCE AGENT OR BROKER.
In consideration of Ihe payment of the premium, in reliance on all statements in the Proposal and all other information provided to the
Insurer, and subject to all provisions of this Policy, the lnsurer and Insureds agree as tollows:

I. lnsurina Aareement
This Policy shall pay on behalf of the insureds all Loss that the Insureds shall become legalty obligated to pay, arising from any Claim first
made against the Insureds during the Policy Period and reported to the lnsurer in writing during the Policy Period, the Automatic Extended
Reporting Period, or the Extended Reporting Period (if applicable) tor any Wrongful Act.

11. Extended Reporting Period
A

If the Insurer or the Named Insured cancels or refuses to renew this Policy, then the Named Insured shall have the right, upon
payment of the appropriate percentage of the "full annual premium", as provided in section II. El., to an extension ot the coverage
granted by this Policy with respect to any Claim first made and reported during the appropriate period of months after the date upon
which the Pollcy Period ends, but only with respect to any Wrongful Act fully occurring prior to the end of the Poilcy Period and
otherwise covered by this Policy. Such appropriate perlod of months shall be referred to as the Extended Reporting Period. As
used herein, 'full annual premium" means the premium level in effect immediately prior to the end of the Pollcy Perlod The rights
contained in this parag:aph shall terminate, however, unless written notice of such election together with the addltional premium
due is received by the lnsurer within 30 days of the effectjve date of cancellation or non-renewal

8.

The percentage of the rull annual premium" and period of months for the Extended Reporting Period shall be:
1

12 months Extended Reporting Period for 40 percent of the ''full annual premium" of the Policy, or

2

24 months Extended Reporting Period for 75 percent of the "full annual premium" of the Policy, or

3

36 rnonlhs ExtendedReporting Period for 100 percent of the "full annual premium" ot the Policy.

C

The additional premium for the Extended Reporting Period shall be fully earned at the inception of the Extended Reporting Period.
The Extended Reporting Period is not cancelable

D

Without any additional premium being required, there shall be an automatic extension of the coverage granted by this Policy with
respect to any Claim first made and reported during a period of 60 days afler the date upon which the Policy Period ends, but only
wi?h respect to any Wrongful Act fully occurring prior to the end of the Pollcy Period and otherwise covered by this Policy and only if
,there is no other policy or policies that would otherwise provide insurancefw such Wrongful Act This 60 day period shall be referred
to as the Automatic Extended Reporting Period

Ill.Definitions
Whenever printed in boldface type in this Policy, the following terms shall have Ihe meanings indicated below
A

"Claim(s)" means a wriien demand for monetary or non-monetaryrelief including, but not limited 10, a civil, criminal, administrative
or arbitration proceeding; provided, however, that the term Claim shall not include labor or grievance arbitration subject to a
collective bargaining agreement A Claim shall be deemed to have been first made at the time notice of the Claim is first received
by any Insured

B

"Costs of Defense" means reasonable and necessary fees, costs and expenses (including premiums for any appeal bond,
attachment bond or similar bond, but without any obligation to apply for or furnish any such bond) resulting solely from the
:nvestigation, adjustment, deiense and appeal of any Claim against the Insureds, but excluding salaries, wages, cverhead or
benefit expenses associated with any Insureds, or any amount covered by the duty to defend obligation of any other insurer
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C.

'Damages" means a monetary judgment (including back pay and front pay), award or settlement, pre-judgment interest and postjudgmenr interest; provided, however, Damages shall not include:
1,

taxes (provided, however, that the Insurer will reimburse an lnsured Entity for any employer share of oayroll taxes on
any portion of damages or seltlements which constitute backpay otherwise considered Damages), civil or criminal fines,
or penalties imposed by law, or

2,

payment of insurance, disability, pension, health or other plan benefits claimed by or on behalf of any lndividual
Insured, or that a claimant would have been entitled to as an lndividual lnsured had the Named lnsured provided the
claimant with a continuation of insurance, or

3.

costs incurred by any lnsured to make any building or property more accessible or accommodating to any disabled
person, or

4

amounts owed under federal, state or local wage and hour laws; provided, however, Damages shall include amounts
owed under the Equal Pay Act of 1963, or

5

commissions, bonuses, profit sharing or severance payment, or

6.

future wages or benefits of any reinstated lndividual lnsured or wages or benefits associated with the continued
employment of an lndlvldual Insured, or

7

any matter deemed uninsurable under the law pursuant to which this Policy shall be construed

Damages also means liquidated, punitive or exemplary damages, or any multiplied damages award in excess of the amount so
multiplied, where insurable. Such coverage for liquidated, punitive, exemplary or multiplieddamages is part of and not in addition to
the Limits of Liability, and any payment of such damages shall serve to reduce the Limits of Liability. Only far the purpose of
resolving any dispute between the lnsurer and the Insured regarding whether such liqurdated, punitive, exemplary or multiplied
damages are insurable under this Policy, the law ot :he jurisdiction most favorable to the insurability of those damages shall
control, provided that such jurisdiction: (1) is where those damages were awarded or imposed, or (2) is where any Wrongful Act
occurred for which such damages were awarded or imposed, or 13) is wher'e the lnsured resides, is incorporated or has its
principal place of business,or (4) is where the Insurer is incorporated or has its principal place of business

D

'individual Insured(s)' means any past, present or future duly elected or appointed directors, trustees, officers, employees
(including part-time, seasonal and temporary individuals), volunteers, or committee or staff members of the lnsured Entity In the
event that the lnsured Entity operates orrtside the United States. then the term Individual Insured(s) also means those titles,
posiiions or capacities in such foreign lnsured Entity which is equivalent to the position of a director, trustee or officer in a
corporation incorporated within the United States. Coverage will automatically apply to all new lndividual Insureds after the Policy
inceptiondate.
This Policy shall cover Loss arising from a Claim made against the estates, heirs, or legal representatives of a deceased
lndlvldual Insured, and the legal representatives of an lndividual lnsured in the event of incompetency, insolvency or
bankruptcy, who were lndlvldual Insureds at the time the Wrongful Act upon which such Claims are based were committed.
This Policy shall cover Loss arising from a Claim made against the lawful spouse (whether such status is derived by reason of
statutory law, common law or otherwise of any applicable jurisdiction in the world) of an lndividual lnsured for a Claim arising
solely out of his or her status as the spouse of an lndividual Insured, including a Clalm that seeks damages recoverable from
marital community property, property jointly held by the Individual Insured and the spouse, or properly transferred from the
lndividual lnsured to the spouse; provided, however, that this extension shall not afford coverage for any Claim for any Wrongful
Act of the spouse, but shall apply only to Claims arising out of Wrongful Acts of any Individual lnsured

E.

"Insured(s)' means the lndividual lnsured and the lnsured Entity

F

"Insured Entity" means the Named Insured and any Subsidiary

G,

'Insurer" means the entity issuing this Policy as listgd on the Declarations Page

H

"Loss" means Damages and Costs of Defense

I.

"Named Insured means the entity designated in Item 1 oi the Declarations

J..

"Policy Period means the period of time from the inception date shown in Item 2 oi the Geclarations to the ear1i.r
expirationdate shown in I t m 2 of the Deciaraiions or the effective date of cancellation of this Policy

K

"Proposal" means the Proposal Form and any materialsubmitteo iherewith

L

"Personal Injury" means any actual or alleged defamation, invasion oi privacy, wr~ngfulentry, eviction, false arrost, false
imprisonment, malicious prosecution, infringement of copyright or trademark, unauthorizcc use of title, plagiarism, or
msappropriation of ideas

of the
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M.

"Related Wrongful Act(~)"means Wrongful Acts which are logically or causally connected by reason of any common fact,
circumstance. situation, transaction, casually, event or decision

N

"Subsidiary(ies)" means an entity which qualifies as a not-for-proflt organization under Section 501(c)(3), [c)(4), (c)(6), (c)(7),
(c)(B), (c)(10), or (c)(13) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended) and which the lnsured Entity has or controls the
right to elect or appoint more than 50 percent of the Board of Directors (or other governing body) on or before the inception of the
Policy Period. The term Subsidiary shall not mean any political committee organized pursuant to Section 432 of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971 and any amendments thereto
An entily becomes a Subsidiary when the Named lnsured has or controls the right to elect or appoint more than 50 percent of the
Board of Directors (or other governing body) either directly, or indirectly through one or more of its Subsidiaries An entity ceases
to be a Subsidiary when the Named lnsured ceases to control the right to elect or appoint more than 50 percent of the Board of
Directors (or other governing body) either directly, or indirectly through one or more of its Subsidiaries
In all events, coverage as is afforded with respect to any Claim made against a Subsidiary or an lnsured thereof shall only apply
to any Wrongful Act committed or allegediy comrnined after the effective tlme that such Subsidiary became a Subsidiary and
prior to the time that such Subsidiary ceased to be a Subsidiary.

0.

P.

"Wrongful Act@)" means:
1

any actual or alleged breach of duty, neglect, error, misstatement, misleading statement, omission or act by the Insureds
in their respective capacities as such, or any matter claimed against them by reason of their status as Insureds, or

2

any Wrangful Employment Act, or

3

any Personal lnjufy

"Wrongful Employment Act@)" means any actual or alleged act by an Insured arising from an actual or potential employment
relationship with the claimant for:
1

discrimination or harassment because of race, color, religion, age, sex, disability, pregnancy, national origin, sexual
orientation, marital status, or any other basis prohibited by law which results in termination of the employment
relationship, or demotion or failure or refusal to hire or promote, or iailure to accommodate an employee or potential
employee, or denial of an employment privilege, or the taking of any adverse or differentialemployment action, or

2.

sexual hamssment including unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors or other verbal or physical conduct
of a sexual nature that is made a condition of employment, is used as a basis for employment decisions, or creates an
intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment that interleres with work performance, or

3

ierrnination, constructive discharge, wrongful failure to hire, wrongful demotion, retaliation, m~srepresentation,infliction of
emotional distress, defamation, invasion of privacy, humiliation, wrongful evaluation, or breach of an implied contract or
agreement relat~ngto employment, whether ansing out of any personnel manual, policy statement or oral representation

.

.

IV. Exclusions
The Insurer shall not be liable to make any payment for Loss in connection with any Clalm made against an Insured:
A

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resuhing from or in consequenceof, or in any way involvingthe gaining of any profit
or advantage to which an lndividual lnsured was not legally entitled; provided, however, this exclusion shall not apply unless a
judgment or other final adjudication adverse to any of the lndividual lnsureds in such Claim shall esiablish that such lndividual
lnsured gained such profit or advantage to which an lndividual lnsured was not legally entitled;

B

based upon. arising out of, directly or rndirectiy resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving any criminal or
deliberate fraudulent act; provided, however, this exclusion shall not apply unless a judgment or other final adjudication adverse to
any of the Individual Insureds in such Clalrn shall establish that such lndividual lnsured committed such criminal or deliberate
fraudulent act;

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving payments to an
lndividual lnsured of any remuneration without the previous approval of the governing bodies of the lnsured Entity, which
payment without such previous approva[ shail be held ro have been illegal;
[Provided, however, that with respect to Exclusions A , 8. and C , the Insurer will provide adefense ior any such Claims, without any liability
by the Insurer to pay such sums that any lnsured shall become legally obligated to pay as Damages ]

C
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for:
1.

bodily injury, sickness, disease, death, assault or battery of any person, or

2.

damage to or destruction of any tangible property, induding the loss of use thereof;

E

for actual or alleged violalion of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 as amended or any regulations
promulgatedthereunder or any similar provisions of any state or federal common law or statute;

F

by, on behalf of, or in the right of the Insured Entity; provided, however, this exclusion does not apply to any Claim that is a
derivative action brought or maintained on behalf of the lnsured Entity, but only if such Claim is instigated and continued toially
independent of, and totally without the solicitaiion of, or assistance of, or active participation of, or intervention of any lndivldual
lnsureds or the lnsured Entity;

G

which is insured in whole or in part by another valid policy, except with respect to any excess beyond the amount or amounts of
coverage under such other policy whether such other policy is stated to be primary, contributory, excess, contingent or otherwise;

H

based upon, arising OUT of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving any Wrongful Act of
the Individual Insureds serving in their capacities as directors, officers, trustees, employees, members or governors of any other
entity other than an lnsured Entlty, or by reason of their status as directors, officers, trustees, employees, members or governors
of such other entlty;

I

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving any actual or alleged
seepage, pollution or contamination of any kind;

J.

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any way involving:
1.

any Wrongful Act alleged in any claim which has been reported, or in any circumstance of which notice has been given,
prior tothe Policy Period under any other pohcy, or

2

any other Wrongful Act whenever occurring, which together with a Wrongful Act which has been the subject of such
daim or notice, would constiite Related Wrongful Acts;

based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectiy resulting born or in consequence of, or in any way involving any nuclear reaction,
radiation or contamination, regardless of cause;
for any actual or alleged breach of any oral or written contract or agreement; pmvided, however, this exclusion shall not afjply to
any Claim made against any lndlvidual Insureds or to any Claim for any actual or alleged breach of any implied contract or
implied agreement relating to employment, whether arising out of any personnel manual, policy statement or oral representation;
:or any Wrongful Employment Act based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any
way involving any violation of the Worker's Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1985, the Occupational Saiety and HeaHh Act, or any similar provisions of any federal, state or local statutory
or common law or any rules or regulations promulgated under any of the foregoing; provided, however, this exclusion shall not
apply to any Claim for any actual or alleged retaliatory treatment of the claimant by the lnsured on account of the claimant's
exercise of rights pursuant to any such law;
for any Wrongful Employment Act based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from or in consequence of, or in any
way involving any obligations under any workers' compensation, social security, disability beneMs or unemployment compensation
iaw or any similar provisions of any federal, state or local statutory or common law, or any rules or regulations promulgated under
any of the foregoing; provided, however, this exclusion shall not apply to any Claim for any actual or alleged retaliatory treatment
or the claimant by the lnsured on account of the daimant's exercise of rights pursuant to any such law;
for any Personal Injury based upon, arising out of, directly or indirectly resuiting from or in consequence of, or in any way
involving:

1

any publicationor utterance concerning any organization or business enterprise or ~tsproducts or services made by or at
the direction of any Insured, or

2

the printing of periodicals or advertising matter for a third party when the periodicalor advertising matter is not a regular
part of the Insured's own activities.

rrhe Wrongful Act ot any lnsured shall not be irrputed to any other lnsured for :he purpose of determining the applicability of the
Exclusions in this section IV ]
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V. Limits of Liabllitv and Deductible
A.

The Limits of Liability stated in ltem 3 of the Declarations are the limits of the Insurer's liability for all Damages arising out of all
Claims first made against the Insureds during the Policy Period, ihe Automatic Extended Reporting Period, and the Extended
Reporting Period (if applicable) The Limits of L~abilityfor the Automatic Extended Reporting Period and the Extended Reporting
Period shall be part of, and not in addition to, the Limits of Liability for the Policy Period. In the event the Limits of Liability stated in
ltem 3. of the Declarations are exhausted by payment of Damages, or the Limits of Liability has been tendered to or on behan of
the Insured, then any and all obligations of the lnsurer hereunder shall be deemed to be completely fulfilled and extinguished

El

The maximum Limit of Liability for all Damages arising out of all Claims under this Policy shall not exceed the aggregate Limit of
Liability stated in ltem 3. B of the Declarations

C

Costs of Defense shall be separate and in addition to the applicable Limits of Liability stated in ltem 3. of the Declarations
Payment of Costs 01 Defense shall not reduce the applicable Limils of Liability stated in ltem 3.of the Declarations

D.

The Deductible amount staled in ltem 4 . of :he Declarations shall be paid by the Named Insured and shall apply to each and every
Claim. The Deductible shall not apply to Damages, but shall only apply to Costs of Defense

VI. Defense, Cooperation and Settlements
A

An lnsured shall not admit liability for, enter into any settlement agreement, stipulate to any judgment, agree to arbitration, or incur
Costs of Detense without the Insurer's prior written consent The Insurer's consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, provided
that the lnsurer shall be entitled to full information and all particulars it may request in order to reach a decision regarding such
consent Any Loss incurred and settlements agreed to prior to the lnsurer giving its consent shall not be covered hereunder

B.

The lnsurer shall have the right and the duty to defend any Clalm to whrch this insurance applies, even if any allegations of the
Claim are groundless, false, or fraudulent The Insurets right and duty to defend any Claim shall end when the Insurer's
applicable Limits of Liability have been exhausted by payment of Damages, or has been tendered to, or on behalf of, the Insured,
or to a court of competent jurisdiction

C

Each lnsured shall cooperate with the lnsurer in the defense and settlement of any Claim, and in enforcing any right of
contribution or indemnity against any person or organization that may be liable to the Insured, at no cost to the lnsurer Upon the
request of the Insurer, the lnsured shall submit to examination and interrogation, under oath if required by a representative of the
Insurer, and shall attend hearings, depositions and trials, assist in effecting settlement, securing and giving evidence, obtaining the
attendance of witnesses, as well as giving written statement(s) to the Insurer's representatives, and meeting with such
representativestor purposes of investigation or defense, all without charge to the Insurer

D.

The Insurer shall not settle any Claim without the Named Insured's consent If, however, the Named lnsured shall refuse to
consent to any settlement recommended by the Insurer, which is acceptable to the claimant, and shall elect to contest the Claim,
or conlinue any legal, administrative, or arbitration proceedings in connection with such Claim, then the Insurer's liability for the
Claim shall not exceed the amount for which the Claim could have been settled, including Costs ot Detense incurred up to the
date of such refusal, and 70 percent of such Loss excess of the amount for which the Claim could have been senled, it being a
condition of this insurance that the remaining 30 percent of such Loss shall be borne by the Insureds at their own risk. Such
amounts are subject to the provisions of section V In the event that the Named lnsured refuses to consent to any settlement as
set forth in this section VI C., the Insurer's right and duly to defend such Claim shall end upon the date of such refusal
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VII. Notice of Claim and Multiple Claims
As a condition precedent to their rights under this Policy, an lnsured shall give the lnsurer written notice of any Claim:

A

B

1.

in the event of a lawsuit, as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 15 days after such Claim is first made, or

2

in the event of all other Claims, as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 90 days after such Claim is first made.

If during the Pollcy Period or the Extended Reporting Period (if applicable) an lnsureds becomes aware of any fact, circumstance
or situation which may reasonably be expected to give rise to a Claim being made against any lnsured and shall give written
notice to the Insurer, as soon as practicable (but prior to the expiration of or cancellation of the Policy), of:
1

the specific fact, circumstance or siluation, with lull details as to dates, persons, and entities involved; and

2

the injury or damages which may result therefrom; and

3.

the circumstancesby which the lnsureds first became aware thereof;

then any Claim subsequently made arising out of such fact, circumstance or situation shall be deemed to have been made when
notice was first given to the lnsurer
All Clalms based upon or arising out of the same Wronglul Act or any Related Wrongful Acts, or one or more saries of any
similar, repeated or continuous Wrongful Act or Related Wrongful Acts, shall be considered a single Claim Each Claim shall be
deemed to be first made at the earliest of the following times:

C.

1.

when the earliest Claim arising out of such Wrongful Act or Related Wrongful Act is first made, or

2

when notice pursuant to section VII. 0. of a fact, circumstance or situation giving rise to such Claim is given.

In addition to furnishing the notice as provided in sections VII. A and VII. B., the Insureds shall give the lnsurer such information
and cooperation as it may reasonably require and shall, as soon as practicable, fumish the lnsurer with copies of reports,
investigations, pleadings and other papers in connection therewith.

D

VIII. General Condltions
A.

Termination of Policy and Non-Renewal
1

B.

This Policy shall terminate at the earliest of the following times:
a.

upon the receipt by the lnsurer of written notice of cancellation from the Named Insured;

b.

upon expiration of the Pollcy Period as set forth in Item 2 of the Declarations;

c

at such other time as may be agreed between the Named Insured and the Insurer; or

d

20 days after receipt by the Named lnsured of the Insurer's written notice of cancellanon for non-payment of
premium.

2.

The lnsurer may not cancel this Policy except for non-payment of any premium when due

3

If th~sPolicy is cancelled by the Named Insured, the Insurer shall retainthe customary short rate proportion of the premium
herein Payment or tender of any unearned premium by the lnsurer shall not be a condition precedent to the effectiveness
of cancellation, but such payment shall be made as soon as practicable

4

If the Insurer decides not to renew this Policy, the Insurer shall provide written notice to the Named Insured at least 60
days prior to the end of the Pollcy Period. The notice shall include the reason ior such non-renewal

5

Any notices to be given to the Named lnsured under this section shall be provided to the Named lnsured at the last known
principal address and to its insurance agent or broker The mailing by ceriified mail of such notice shall be suffictent.

Proposal
The Proposal is the basis of this Policy and is incorporated in and constitutes a pari of this Policy A copy 3i the Proposal F2rm IS
attached nereto Any material submined with !he Proposal Form shall be maintained on file with the lnsurer and shall be deemed to
be &ached hereto as if physically attached. It is agreed by the lnsureds that tine statemems in the Proposal are their
representations, that they are material and that this Policy is issued in reliance upon the truth of such re~resentationsWith respect to
such statements and representations, no knowledge or informalon possessed by any Insureds, except for those person or persons
wno executed the Proposal Form, shall be imputed to any other lnsureds I: any person or persons who executed the Proposal Form
knew that such statemants or representations were iflaccurale or incomplete, then this Policy will be void as to all Insureds.
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C.

Action Against the lnsurer
No action shall lie against the lnsurer unless, as a condiiion precedent therato, there shall have been lull compliance with all of the
terms of this Policy, nor until the amount of the Insureds' obligation to pay shall have been finally determined either by judgment
against the lnsureds after actual trial or by wrinen agreement of the Insureds, the claimant and the lnsurer
Any person or organization or the legal representative thereof who has secured such judgment or written agreement with the lnsurer
shall thereafter be entitled to recover under this Policy to the extent of the insurance affordedby this Policy No person or organization
shall have any right under this Policy to join the lnsurer as party to any action against the lnsureds to determine the Insureds'
liability, nor shall the lnsurer be impleaded by the lnsureds or their legal representatives Bankruptcy or insolvency of the lnsureds
or of their estates shall not relieve the lnsurer of any of its obligations hereunder

D.

Changes In Ownership
If during this Pollcy Period the Named lnsured shall consolidate with or merge into, or sell all or subs:antially all of its assets to any
other person or entity or group of persons andlor entities acting in concert (herein referred to as the "Transaction') then, this Policy
shall continue in full force and effect as to any Wmngful Act fully occurring prior to the effective time of the Transaction, but there
shall be no coverage afforded by any provision of this Policy for any actual or alleged Wrongful Act occurring after the effective time
of the Transaction

The Named Insured shall give the lnsurer written notice of the Transaction as soon as practicable but not later than 30 days after the
effective date of the Transaction

E.

Subrogation
In the event of any payment under this Policy, the lnsurer shall be subrogated to the extent of such payment to all the Insureds'
rights of recovery thereof, and the Insureds shall execute all papers required and shall do everything that may be necessary to
secure such rights including the execution of such documents necessary to enable the lnsurer to effectively bring suit in the name of
the Insureds. In no event, however, shall the lnsurer exercise its rights of subrogation against an lnsured under this Policy unless
such lnsured has been convicted of a criminal act, or been judicially determined to have committed a deliberate fraudulent act, or
obtained any profit or advantage to which such Insured was not legally entitled.

F.

Assignment
This Policy and any and all rights hereunder are not assignable without thewriien consent of the lnsurer

G.

Entire Agreement
By acceptance of this Policy, the lnsureds and the lnsurer agree that this Policy (including the Pmposal) and any wrinen
endorsements anached hereto constitute the entire agreement betweenthe parties

H.

Representation by Named insured
It is agreed that the Named lnsured shall act on behatl of its Subsidiaries and all Insureds with respect to the giving and receiving of
notices, the payment of premiums and the receiving of any return premiums thar may become due under this Policy, the receipt and
acceptance of any endorsements issued to form a part of this Policy and the exercising or declining to exercise any right to an
Extended Reporting Period

I.

Coverage Territory
This Policy only applies to a Wrongful Act taking place anywhere in the world

In witness whereof, Ihe lnsurer has caused this Policy !o be signed by its President and Chief Executive Officer and Secretary, but this
Policy snall not bevalid unless countersignedon the Declarations Page by a duly authorized representativeof the lnsurer

President and Chief Executive Officer

Secretary
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ADDENDUM "8"
KERSTEN COMPLAINT

COPY
T. McKAY STIRLAND (5800)
MARLA R. SNOW (9954)
HlCKEN, STIEUAND & SNOW, LLC
765 North Main Street
Spanish Fork, Utah 84660
Telephone: (801) 798-1800
Facsimile: (801) 798-1802
Attorneys for Equine Assisted Gowth and Learning Association, Inc..

INTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATEOFUTAH

EQUINE ASSISTED GROWTH AND
LEARNING ASSOCIATION, ZNC..
Plaintiff

I

I

VERIFIED COMPLAINT

I
vs..

I

LYNN THOMAS, DAVID CLJRRIE, MlCKEY
DIGIACOMO, LISA ROSKENS, BARBARA~
SCOTT, TIM TOBE, AMY BLOSSOM, DAVID
1
TIDMARSH, RHONDA SMT.H
Defendants.

civil NO.
Division

70-3 5

-t

Judge j7',7f

1

C O m S NOW the Plaintiff'EQUINE ASSISTED GROWTH AND LEARNJNG
ASSOCIATION, INC., a 'IJtah Non-Profit Co~poration(hereinafia "EAGALA"), by and through
counsel of record T McKay Stirland and Marla R.. Snow of'HICKEN, STIRL.4,XD & SNOW,
LLC and alleges and complains against Lynn Thomas, David Cu~rie,Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh, Rhonda Smith and John
Does 1-1 0 as follows:
1. Plaintiff EAGALA is a Utah non-profit co~porationand a charitable co~po~ation
under

$501-(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, with its registered and p~incipleoffice in Utah County,
Utah.
2. The Defendant Lynn Thomas is an individual residing in Utah County, Utah..

3.. The Defendants David Cur~ie,Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim

Jobe, Any Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have done and/or continue to do

business in the State of'Utah and Utah County in Eurtherance oftheir. business interests and/or for
their own personal benefit.
4.. Plaintiff EAGALA provides equine assisted psychotherapy and related therapies and

programs..
5.. The assets and resources of EAGALA are principally located in Utah County, Utah..

Certain of these assets and 1,esourcesare located in Utah County, Utah and are in the control of'
Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cunie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens,
Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith.
6 . Geg Kasten is an individual residmg in Utah County, Utah.
7 . Greg Kersten is the founder of EAGALA. He is also a member of' EAGALA.

8 . Greg Kc~stenis, and all times relevant hereto, the President and CEO of'EAGALA
9 . Greg Kersten is, and at all times r.elevant hereto, a Board Member of EAGALA..

10 Greg Kersten is, and at all times ~eievanthereto, the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees of' EAGALA.
11 Pursuant to the ByLaws of EAGALA, Greg Kersten as President shall control the
business and affirs of'EAGALA..
12. Greg Kersten is one oi'two members of the Executive Committee of'EAGALA.
13.. Pursuant to the Bylaws of'EAGALA, its Executive Committee shall function for the
o~derlyconduct of' any business of'the Co~poration.
14. Greg Kersten developed the training, techniques and progams used by EAGALA for

its business purposes and upon which its entire success is founded.
15. Greg Kasten is the primary and fundamental element of EAGALA, its reputation, its
viability and its success.
16.. Defendant Lynn Thomas acknowledged that Greg Kersten is the "creato~.and
creative genius behind EAGALA.."
17 Defendant Lynn Thomas acknowledged that Greg Kersten does "all the trainings" for
EAGALA
18. Defendant Lynn Thomas acknowledged that she is not the originator of'EAG.LA

nor any of'the concepts, programs or psocedures it uses.
19. Defendant L,ynn Thomas has served as a Trustee of'EAGALA and its COO.

20. Defendants David Curie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim

Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidrnarsh and Rhonda Smith hold themselves out to be Trustees of'
EAGALA
21 EAGALA was incorpo~atedby Greg k s t e n and Lynn nomas..

22 EAGALA's Articles of Incorposation were filed with the State ofUtah on July 7,
1999
23 Upon information and belief, Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David

Curie, mckey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have knowingly and intentionally p~ovidedinfo~mationto others
that is false and/or misleading regarding EAGALA and its Director, President and CEO
24. Upon information and belief; Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David

Cur~ie,mckey DiQacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have wrongfully attempted and continue to attempt to unde~mine
the purposes, resources and viability of EAGALA and its Director, President and CEO.
25. Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor Defmdants David Cunie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmzrsh and Rhonda Smith have
knowingly and intentionally and wronfilly attempted and continue to attempt and prevent
EAGALA 's Director, President and CEO fiom performing his duties and responsibihtes.
26.. Upon information and belief, Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David

Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David
T i d m s h and Rhonda Smith have wrongfully caused the misappropriation, withdrawal and/or
transfer of EAGALA funds fi.om its long standing bank account with CenWal Bank to another
bank account or financial institution.
27. Upon information and belief; Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Deftrndants David

Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David

Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have wrongfully caused revenue of'EAGALA to be diverted horn
EAGALA accounts
28. Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cuxrie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim lobe, Amy Blossom, David 'lidmash and Rhonda Smith have
wrongfully attempted to I.emove EAGALA's Director, President and CEO from EAGALA's

bank account and make othe~.
changes to such account.

29.. On 01 about November 10-11,2005, Defendant Lynn Thomas and101 Defendants
David Curlie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Tobe,Amy Blossom, David
Tidmassh and Rhonda Smith have wrongfully closed EAGALA credit card accounts and/or
removed and/or prevented EAGALA and its Dkector., President and CEO from access to such
credit cards.. Such credit cards include but are not Lunited to: a Mastercard and an American
Express Card. On 01 about November, 5,2005, Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor. Defendants
David Curlie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim {lobe,Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith wrongfully closed EAGALA accounts at certain retail stor.es and/or
have prevented EAGALA and/or its Director, President and CEO from access.to such accounts..
30 Defendant Lynn Thomas and or Defendants David Curtie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa
Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
wrongfully changed the locks on the registered and principal offices of'EAGALA, preventing
and depriving EAGALA and its Director., President and CEO access to, control and possession of
such offices, equipment and assets located therein.
3 1 Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

,

Roskens, Biubara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith engaged
the services of'an independent consultant and wrongfully caused Greg Kersten to believe that it

was wrong and illegal for him to serve as the ChaiTman of the Board ofDirector.s of'EAGALA
and to be paid by EAGALA f o ~services and expertise rendered to EAGALA outside ofhis
duties as Chai~manof the Board of'Directors..
a. Such representations by.Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Currie,

Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .lobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith were intentional, false andlor misleading, and were made to
induce Greg Kersten to resign as Chairman of the Board of'Directors.
b.. Any alleged resignation by Greg Kersten as the Chairman of the Board of'Dkectors is

invalid.
32 Upon information and belief, Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe,Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
knowingly and intentionally provided information to the others that is false and/or misleading
about EAGALA and its Director, President and CEO.
33. EAGALA and its Pr.esidentand CEO have been dep~ivedand continue to be deprived

and pxeveuted horn possessing, contr.olling and managing EAGALA's business, assets and
resources
34 Upon information and belief, Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor D e f ndants David
Cur~ie,Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have intentionally inte~feredwith the contractual and business

r.elations of EAGALA
3 5 . Upon information and belief, Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor Defendants David

Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David

Tidmash and Rhonda Smith have intentionally interfered with the business opportunities of
EAGALA

36.. Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cume, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa
Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
attempted and continue to attempt to convert the assets andlor resources and or business relations
and/or business oppo~tunitiesof EAGALA for their. own personal use and benefit..
37. The actions of'Defendant Lynn Thomas andfor Defendants David Currie, Mickey

DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidrnaxsh and
Rhonda Smith have damaged and continue to damage the reputation, viability, business
opportunities and business relations of'EAGALA and its President and CEO
38.. Upon ~nformationand belief, Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David

Cu~rie,Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have intentionally damaged the reputations of EAGALA and its
President, CEO and Chai~manof' the Board G e g Kersten.
39.. Defendant L,ynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cunie, mckey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe,ArnyBlossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
knowingly and wrongly interfered and continue to inter.f'e~ewith EAGALA's contractual and
business relations

40 Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cur~ie,Mickey DiGiacomo. Lisa
Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David 'lidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
knowingly and wsongly interfered and continue to interfere with the employment and terms of'
employment of EAGALA employees.
41 EAGALA is entitled to an award of'damages of'in an amount to b e proved at trial,
but not less than $100,000.00,or such other mounts as may be d e t d e d by the Court, to an

immediate order.requiring Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defendants David Currie, Mickey
DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, T i Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and
Rhonda Smith immediately cease interfering with EAGALA's conkactud and business
opportunities..

42..Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa
Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have and
continue to knowingly and intentionally act inconsistently with the Bylaws and kticles of
Inwrporation of EAGALA.
43 Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Tobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
failed and continue ro knowingly and intentionally fail to a d in good fhith regading EAGALA
and its Director, PI esident and CEO.

14 Def'mcht Lynn Thornas andior Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa
Roskens, 3xbara Scott, Tim iobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have and
continue to knowingly and intentionally act contrary to the best interests of EAGALA

45 The actions of'Defendant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cunie, Mickey

DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim lobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmmsh and
Rhonda Smith constitute intaference with EAGALA's con'mactual and business relations..
46.. Defendant Lynn Thomas and lo^. Defendants David C u ~ ~ iMickey
e,
DiGiacomo, Lisa
Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Tobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
knowingly and wrongly interfered and continue to interf'er:ewith EAGAL,A's contr.actual and
business opportunities
47. The actions of'Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defkndants David Curie, Mickey

DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidrnarsh and
Rhonda Smith constitute interference with EAGALA's contractual and business opportunities..
48.. Defadant Lynn Thomas and/or Defendants David Cunie, Mickey DiGiacorno, Lisa

Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith have
breached and/or filed to perform the duties of their offices with EAGALA Such actions were
willful misconduct and/or intentional
49. Defendant Lynn Thomas' actions and/or the actions of the Defmdants David Curie,

Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and
Rhonda Smith create and cause continuing irreparable harm and damages to EAGALA and its
Director, President and CEO
50. It is in the best intmests of'EAGALA that Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defcndants

David Curie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Sarbara Scott, Tim lobe, Amy Blossom, David
Tidnlarsh and Rhonda Smith be removed as an agent, officer, director or trustee of EAGALA

5 1. EAGALA is entitled to an o ~ d eof'the
~ , removal and te~minationof' Defendant Lynn

Thomas d l o r Defendants David Curxie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara S C O Tim
~,
Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidrnash and Rhonda Smith as an agent, officer, director 01.
trustee
of' EAGALA.
52. EAGALA is entitled to an award of damages of in amount to be proved at trial, but

not less than $100,000.00,or such other amounts as may be determined by the Court, to an
immediate order requiring Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defendants David Cux~ie,Mickey
DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim .lobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and
Rhonda Smith immediately cease interfaing with EAGALA's contractual and business relations
and to m immediate order requiIing Defendant Lynn Thomas andlor Defendants David Cuzzie,
Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and
Rhonda Smith to cease l?om interfaing in any way with Cleg Kersten's control of EAGALA's
business and affairs

WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays for ,judgmentagainst Defendant L,ym Thomas and
Defendants David Currie, Mickey DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim Jobe, Amy
Blossom, David Tidmarsh and Rhonda Smith as follows:
1 . For an Order of the Court finding conversion by Dcfendant(s) of'the assets and

r,esourcesof'Plaintiff, an award to Plaintiff against the Defendant(s) for its damages, costs and
attorney's fees, and for an immediate orde~permanently preventing Def'endant(s) fTom
converting Plaintiff's assets and business opportunities

2 For an Order of the Court finding interference with Plaintiffs contractual and business

elations by Def'endmt(s), an award to Plaintiff against Defendant(s) for its damages, costs and

attorney's fees, and an immediate orde~.
permanently preventing Defendant(s) from interfering
with PliFmtiff s contractual and business relations..
3.. For an Order of the Court finding interference with Plaintiffs conkactual and business

opportunities by Defendant(s), an award to Plaintiff against Defendant(s) for its damages, costs
and attorney's fees, and an immediate order permanently preventing Defendant(s) fiom
interfering with Plaintiff's contractual and business opportunities
4. For a Ternpor-a~y
Restraining O~der,Preliminary injunction and Permanent Injunction

enjoining and restraining the Defendant(s) as foIlows:
a RequiTing Defendant Lynn Thomas and Defendants David Curie, Mickey
DiGiacomo, Lisa Roskens, Barbara Scott, Tim robe, Amy Blossom, David Tidmarsh and
Rhonda Smith to immediately return possession and c o n ~ oof'any
l
and all assets and
resources of the Plaintiff to its President and CEO Greg Kersten.
b. Instruction to all appropriate law enfor.cement officers to cooperate with the
Plaintiff and its Director-,P~esidenland CEO Greg Kexsten in regaining immediate

.

possession and control of any and all assets and resources of the Plaintiff
c.. Requiring Defendant(s) to immediately stop and cease born making
representations to any person that the Defendants, or any of'them, represent Plaintiff or in
any war are entitled to act on Plaintiffs behalf:

5. For and Order.of the Court removing and:or terminating the Defendant(s) as an agent,
officer, director or trustee of Plaintiff.

6 . For-such othm relief' as t h s Court deemsjust and equitable under the circumstances

DATED this

17

day of November, 2005.
Equine Assisted Orowth and Learning Association,

GREG ~ E R ~ E President
? N , and CEO
VERIFICATION
STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss..

COUNTY OF UTAH 1
Greg Kessten, after first being duly sworn, deposes and says: That I have read the
for.egoing Verified Complaint and the same is true to the best of my knowledge and as to those
matters state upon information and belief, I believe the same to be true..

-

Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association,
Inc.

GREG KE$$TF~\I,President and CEO
STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss

COUNTY OF UTAH )
4

On the fiday
ofNovember. 2005, pnxlnally appeared before me. Greg K a s t e q the
signer ofthe fbregoing Verified Complaint, who duly acknowledged to me that he is the
P~esidentand CEO of Equine Assisted Gmwth and Learning Association, Inc., that is autho~ized
to acr on its behalf and that he executed the foregoing
r

I-IICKEN, STIRLAND & SNOW, LLC

\

T.. McKAY STI~&Z&ND/
Attorneys for ~ L t i f ~f & i n eAssisted Gr wth and
Learning Association, Inc.

P

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage prepaid this 5THday of September,
2008, two true and correct copies of the foregoing, BRIEF OF APPELLEE to the
following:
Brian S. King
James L. Harris, Jr.
Brian S. King, Attorney at Law
336 South 300 East, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 11

